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A Èypology for dialectal manifestations of Sl¡edish accenÈs based on Meyerts
classical collection of bisyllabics in sÈaÈement intonation (1937) r¡as
proposed by Gårding (1970). Four caÈegoriès rsere singled out depending on
the nunber and location of piÈch peaks. LaÈer, in a new prosodioally nore
complex material, covering the four dialect caÈegories, it was shom how
the piÈch patÈerns could be generated by a sec of rules representing both
word and senÈence prosody (Gårding and Lindblad 1973). This model ¡¡as
nodified and elaborated by Bruce (1977) l¡ho Eade systeúatic use of the
notion of focus (sentence accenc) in an analysis of Stockhol¡n S¡¡edish.

Goal

In Èhis paper (a rêport of work sponsored by the Hr:manistie Research
Council) we coEpare pitch contours of speakers representing the four
dialect Èypes in a EaÈerial in r¡hich Èhe following variables have been
controlled: lrord accents, senÈence accent and senLence inÈonation
(sÈaÈement / questíon). The dialects will be called East (24, protoÈype
Stockhoho), I.IesÈ (28, protoÈype GöÈeborg), SouÈh (14, prototype Malmö)
and CentrâL (18, prototype Dalarna). The labels 1A eÈc. refer to Gårding's
original classification and oap (1973). In a someethaÈ absÈract form our
resulÈs are as follo¡¡s. (AÈ present only the staÈemenÈs have been analysed.)

Resul ts
Word åccents. All accents can be described as High Lows with a difference
in tirning beÈneen accenÈ I and accent II. In a1l four dialects the High
of accent I precedes ÈhaÈ of accent II, but the absolute timing of the
accents varies according to dialect. East has an early timing for both
accenÈs closely fol-Lowed by l,lest. South coDes laÈer and Central latest.
Sentence accent. The so-called double-peaked accent II of East and l,¡est
il-E-e res.1È of a High manifesÈing senÈence accent and separated from
Èhe hrord accent. For East the High is independent of position, for l,lest
the High has a separate manifestation only in sentence final position.
In other positions it ís superinposed on the first accenÈ High following
after focus. In Central the sentence accent gives mainly an Extra High
and in South an Extra Low Ëo the L'ord accent.

Model. In its presenÈ 6tate the generaÈive model for the tonal prosody of
ãfäialects looks as fol1ows. Sentence intonation is accounted for by a
baseline-Èopline construction con¡non Eo all Èhe dialects. The ropline is
a straight line conneccing successive maxíma of a phrase. The baseline
connecÈing successive minima is determined correspondingly. The word
and sentence accenÈ conmands insert Highs and Lows with reference to Ehe
baseline-top1ine. From our results fol-l-o¡¡s that observed pitch contours
Èypical of sÈatemenÈs in the four dialect areas, can be generaÈed by one
co¡mon sentence intonaÈion corunand, similar accent comands with different
timings of the Highs and different sentence accenÈ cotrmånds. In this r.tay,
the ¡¡el1 known dialectal, variation in Swedish intonation can be described
as resulting prirnarily from a difference in sentence accent distribution
and manifestation.




